
ATTRACTION GUIDE 
I’m A Celebrity… Jungle Challenge has lots of trials and challenges to test 

your nerve , mental and physical agility.  

The Ascent 

Take on our 8m rock wall as you scale the heights aiming to collect as many stars as possible 
along the way. Will you reach the top for bonus stars? You are connected to an auto belay 

which supports you during the climb, while wearing one of our provided harnesses. 

Tree Top Trail 

Six challenge bridges span the treetops of the Jungle, make your way across solving puzzles 
along the way, reach the end and claim your stars. You are connected to a single track con-

nected to your harness as you stare down at the long expanse below.  

Jungle Run 

If heights aren’t your thing, test your memory and at the same time your physical ability as you 
scramble through the Jungle Run, a low-level assault course with a twist. No harnesses and 

helmets  needed here as our soft play padding will catch you, should the Jungle run fight back! 

Get A Grip 

Not for the faint hearted… you are led out onto a narrow platform , your head starts pounding 
as you spot the drop below, but can you jump out, get a grip and hold on to win stars in the leap 

of faith challenge? 

 

Learn all about our nerve-wracking trials here! 



The Treehouse 

Are all those heights too much? Why not scramble up into the safety of the treehouse where a 
challenge awaits. Test your memory and win yourself some stars here before you head down 

the slide back into the Jungle. 

Star Scavenger Hunt 

Is your star collecting lacking and your score in need of a boost to your star count? Search the 
jungle surroundings for 10 hidden stars. Swipe them with your play tag and gain a star for each 

you find 

Dingo Dollar Phones 

There are three chances to top up your stars—that is if you can answer Kiosk Kev’s 50/50 
question correctly.  

Spyrider* 

Dare you take on Europe’s only powered indoor Rollglider? A thrilling flight at the highest 
points in the jungle which you can control! *Additional £3 Charge 


